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How do you use stories
to make change happen?

1. 2.
The only
thing that
can replace a
story is a
better story
strongerstories.org

It takes many
better
stories to
change a
narrative

1.
The only
thing that
can replace a
story is a
better story
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We need to know what stories
people are telling themselves
about COVID-19:
• General public
• Corporations
• Governments

CORONAVIRUS
Narrative:

Washing hands
stops the spread

Big, overarching idea

Stories:
An account of real events and
people where change happens
strongerstories.org

sing, scarcity, children, pepper,
FLU, antibiotic, OCD, stations

COVID-19
Narrative:

LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS
AND GET BACK TO NORMAL

Big, overarching idea

Stories:
An account of real events and
people where change happens
strongerstories.org

Government stimulus, G20,
keyworkers, Incumbent
corporates, General public

Universal
COVID-19
story

strongerstories.org

Compelling villain.

Citizens and
communities.
Resilient,
compliant and
Feeling
vulnerable.

99% feel like they’re
getting by. Sense that
you Need to look
after yourself first a
no one else will.
Growing frustration
in politics,
consumerism and
greed.

Super
infectious,
malicious and
immediate
Invisible
killer.

Beat it
together
with Social
isolation.

Scientists
and experts.
Those in next
phase.

Health
services,
Teachers,
Supermarkets
and Delivery
workers.
Government.

Protect lives. PROTECT JOBS, Endure AND
EXIT
HOMES,
lockdown.
business.

Get LIFE back
to normal as
Quickly
possible with
as many lives
saved.

strongerstories.org

Three challenges.

Better world.

Universal COVID-19 story

Ordinary world.

Allies and gifts.

Call to adventure.
Crossing the threshold.

Mentor and gifts.

Everyday heroes.

Compelling villain.

Citizens and
communities.
Resilient,
compliant and
Feeling
vulnerable.

99% feel like they’re
getting by. Sense that
you Need to look
after yourself first a
no one else will.
Growing frustration
in politics,
consumerism and
greed.

Super
infectious,
malicious and
immediate
Invisible
killer.

Beat it
together
with Social
isolation.

Scientists
and experts.
Those in next
phase.

Health
services,
Teachers,
Supermarkets
and Delivery
workers.
Government.

Protect lives. PROTECT JOBS, Endure AND
EXIT
HOMES,
lockdown.
business.

Get LIFE back
to normal as
Quickly
possible with
as many lives
saved.
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Three challenges.

Better world.

Universal COVID-19 story

Ordinary world.

Allies and gifts.

Call to adventure.
Crossing the threshold.

Mentor and gifts.

Everyday heroes.

Pre-surge

Surge

Post-surge

Initial market fractures appear

Collapse of markets predicated on in-person transactions
and high degrees of physical proximity and density

Markets reset with new demand and supply
compositions

Respond

Recover

# of COVID-19 Cases

Prepare

Extent of transformation

World amidst COVID-19 crisis

World transitioning out of crisis

World future state

Business as usual
approach leading to
decline in systems

Transformative ideas
lead to a more
sustainable future
New ideas/innovations
emerging from crisis
lead to changes in
system states
Transitions and
disruptions can
reinforce business as
usual or positively
affect systems
change

Decisions taken
influence future
trajectories

Time

strongerstories.org

1.
The only
thing that
can replace a
story is a
better story
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We need to know what stories
people are telling themselves
about COVID-19:
• Environmental movement

Ordinary world.

Compelling villain.

Call to adventure.
Crossing the threshold.

People working
to fix or
replace broken
systems.

Climate
breakdown and
biodiversity
collapse IS
BIGGEST THREAT
TO HUMANITY.
lack of change.
Save lives and
protect the
vulnerable.

HUMANITY’s
SELFISHNESS
TRIGGERED
ANOTHER
Invisible killer.

Now is the time
for
transformation
to a
sustainable
future post
pandemic.
Mobilise new
action. By
providing real
alternatives.

Leadership in
thoughts and
actions from
Movements,
politics, media,
corporations,
communities.
Allies and gifts.
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Inspire new
thinking. by
making new
connections.

Three challenges.

Mentor and gifts.

ELEVATED
STATUS of
Scientists and
experts.

Not to return
to before. New
systems for
planet and
human health.

Better world.

Environment in COVID-19

Everyday heroes.

Ordinary world.

Compelling villain.

Call to adventure.
Crossing the threshold.

People working
to fix or
replace broken
systems.

Climate
breakdown and
biodiversity
collapse IS
BIGGEST THREAT
TO HUMANITY.
lack of change.
Save lives and
protect the
vulnerable.

HUMANITY’s
SELFISHNESS
TRIGGERED
ANOTHER
Invisible killer.

Now is the time
for
transformation
to a
sustainable
future post
pandemic.
Mobilise new
action. By
providing real
alternatives.

Leadership in
thoughts and
actions from
Movements,
politics, media,
corporations,
communities.
Allies and gifts.
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Inspire new
thinking. by
making new
connections.

Three challenges.

Mentor and gifts.

ELEVATED
STATUS of
Scientists and
experts.

Not to return
to before.. New
systems for
planet and
human health.

Better world.

Environment in COVID-19

Everyday heroes.

Ordinary world.

Compelling villain.

Call to adventure.
Crossing the threshold.

People working
to fix or
replace broken
systems.

Climate
breakdown and
biodiversity
collapse IS
BIGGEST THREAT
TO HUMANITY.
lack of change.
Save lives and
protect the
vulnerable.

Super
infectious and
malicious
Invisible killer.

Now is the time
for
transformation
to a
sustainable
future post
pandemic.
Mobilise new
action. By
providing real
alternatives.

Innovators
bringing to life
alternatives.
People moved by
impact of key
workers.
Allies and gifts.
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Inspire new
thinking. by
making new
connections.

Three challenges.

Mentor and gifts.

Influence of
Scientists and
experts.

Not to return
to before. New
systems for
planet and
human health.

Better world.

Environment in COVID-19

Everyday heroes.

How do you use stories
to make change happen?

1. 2.
The only
thing that
can replace a
story is a
better story
strongerstories.org

It takes many
better
stories to
change a
narrative

• The Environment COVID19 movement story is not
a better story
• There are a 1,000 better
stories pulling in the
opposite direction.

1.
The only
thing that
can replace a
story is a
better story
strongerstories.org

What we need to do tell a better
environment story in COVID-19
Avoid talking about:
•
•
•

Biggest threat to humanity
Civil disobedience
Not going back to normal

1.
The only
thing that
can replace a
story is a
better story
strongerstories.org

What we need to be aware of as we
tell a better environment story as
we exit COVID-19
•
•
•

Exhausted communities and change
fatigue
Visible role of environment movement
in rebuilding lives
Innovators and key workers
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What we need to do tell a better
environment story in COVID-19
Start focusing on:
•
•
•
•

Tangible transformations today
Elevation of science and expertise
Stories of cooperation and mobilization
Healthy values and systems

Pre-surge

Surge

Post-surge

Initial market fractures appear

Collapse of markets predicated on in-person transactions
and high degrees of physical proximity and density

Markets reset with new demand and supply
compositions

Respond

Recover

# of COVID-19 Cases

Prepare

Extent of transformation

World amidst COVID-19 crisis

World transitioning out of crisis

World future state

Business as usual
approach leading to
decline in systems

Transformative ideas
lead to a more
sustainable future
New ideas/innovations
emerging from crisis
lead to changes in
system states
Transitions and
disruptions can
reinforce business as
usual or positively
affect systems
change

Decisions taken
influence future
trajectories

Time
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